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The Freudian Reading Ytical And
Sugarman's exciting interpretation, tracking Freud's texts in the order in which he wrote them, grounds his claims in the reasoning that led to them and reveals their real intent. This fresh reading ...

What Freud Really Meant
The author brings together philosophical, theoretical, and literary texts ranging over a century and a half of intellectual history--from Kant and Kierkegaard to Freud and Woolf. His study reveals how ...

Ethics and Aesthetics in European Modernist Literature
Chapters 21 and 22 of Margot Livesey 's mystery/coming-of-age novel 'The Boy in the Field,' available free online to AARP members in our exclusive serialization.

'The Boy in the Field' Chapters 21 & 22
What is perhaps less commonly known is Horowitzʹs subsequent work on Freud, Marcuse and psychoanalysis ... Irigaray and Marcuse on the Intersection of Gender and Ethical Intersubjectivity 10 The Sexed ...

Subversive Itinerary: The Thought of Gad Horowitz
Malcolm, who wrote “The Journalist and the Murderer,” often focused her work on ethical dilemmas ... is rightly required reading for young writers; ‘In the Freud Archives’ and ‘The ...

Janet Malcolm, ‘The Journalist and the Murderer’ Author, Dies at 86
Freud of course claimed that every word uttered in a dream is of utmost importance since the medium of dreams is visual, and thus any words that sneak through the censor must be vital. The art of ...

Psychology Today
On social media, we inevitably barge into other people’s days. We set off fireworks at funerals and ask funeral-goers to like our fireworks. But the stranger’s post was fully alert to how we live ...

Is Social Media Making Us … Better People?
Credit:illustration by Bráulio Amado/The New York Times I was intrigued with what Freud called the narcissism ... about the formative experience of reading The Trials of Oscar Wilde as an adolescent.

Stephen Fry reveals the relationship advice that helped him ‘relax’
She was the author of 12 books, including The Journalist and the Murderer, a dissection of the ethics of her own industry ... morally indefensible”; In the Freud Archives, a study of the egos ...

Helen Garner on Janet Malcolm: ‘Her writing turns us into better readers’
Best known is the one included in Freud’s “Dostoevsky and Parricide” and elaborated ... When Nekrasov dropped in on Belinsky the following evening, he had already read Poor Folk and demanded to meet ...

Dostoevsky and His Demons
Fuss describes the smoky ambiance of Sigmund Freud’s consulting room ... groundwork for an evolution in environmental thought and ethics in which the environment was seen as more than just ...

World Environment Day 2021: Exploring the influence of environment on writers
Her famous examination of journalistic ethics The Journalist and ... and the Murderer” is rightly required reading for young writers; “In the Freud Archives” and “The Impossible Profession ...

Acclaimed Writer Janet Malcolm Has Died
Tom Clancy's literacy of political affairs makes reading this epic spy thriller a ... Doctorow weaves famous figures such as Henry Ford and Sigmund Freud through a magical and historical tale ...

The most popular new book published the year you were born
Story continues While we do use cobalt, all of our suppliers provide ethical and environmental certification ... I really relate to this quote from Lucian Freud: ‘Full, saturated colours have an ...

How do you apply limewash paint? Bauwerk founder Bronwyn Riedel has the answers…
Malcolm, who wrote “The Journalist and the Murderer,” often focused her work on ethical dilemmas within her own ... and the Murderer’ is rightly required reading for young writers; ‘In the Freud ...

Janet Malcolm, ‘The Journalist and the Murderer’ Author, Dies at 86
But it was in 1984 that she became a name with In the Freud Archives ... “She attacks the ethics of all journalists, including herself, and then fails to disclose just how far she has gone ...
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